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ABSTRACT: Nucleosome placement, or DNA linker length
patterns, are believed to yield speciﬁc spatial features in
chromatin ﬁbers, but details are unknown. Here we examine by
mesoscale modeling how kilobase (kb) range contacts and
ﬁber looping depend on linker lengths ranging from 18 to 45
bp, with values modeled after living systems, including
nucleosome free regions (NFRs) and gene encoding segments.
We also compare artiﬁcial constructs with alternating versus
randomly distributed linker lengths in the range of 18−72 bp.
We show that nonuniform distributions with NFRs enhance
ﬂexibility and encourage kb-range contacts. NFRs between
neighboring gene segments diminish short-range contacts between ﬂanking nucleosomes, while enhancing kb-range contacts via
hierarchical looping. We also demonstrate that variances in linker lengths enhance such contacts. In particular, moderate sized
variations in ﬁber linker lengths (∼27 bp) encourage long-range contacts in randomly distributed linker length ﬁbers. Our work
underscores the importance of linker length patterns, alongside bound proteins, in biological regulation. Contacts formed by kbrange chromatin folding are crucial to gene activity. Because we ﬁnd that special linker length distributions in living systems
promote kb contacts, our work suggests ways to manipulate these patterns for regulation of gene activity.

■

INTRODUCTION
The structure of chromatin, the nucleic acid/protein complex
that packages DNA in eukaryotic nuclei, is of fundamental
importance to the regulation of life’s basic processes. Yet, the
chromatin architecture is not well understood on many spatial
scales, from ﬁbers to chromosomes. At the ﬁnest level of
organization, ∼ 147 base pairs (bp) of double stranded DNA
wraps ∼1.75 times around a core of 8 histone proteins, two
copies each of the H2A, H2B, H3, and H4 proteins, forming
the nucleosome core particle.1 When nucleosomes are spaced
along DNA, they form a “beads-on-a-string” structure, named
after its appearance under an electron microscope.2 This
structure then undergoes further folding, constituting chromatin ﬁbers.3 Chromatin ﬁbers, which span thousands of base
pairs (kb), further organize into discrete compartments termed
topologically associating domains (TADs) that can span
millions of base pairs (Mb).4 Chromosomes contain hundreds
to thousands of TADs.4 While many higher-order chromatin
ﬁber structures have been proposed,5,6 investigating the speciﬁc
structure of living chromatin ﬁbers, and the dependence of this
structure on internal factors, such as the DNA linker length and
post-translational marks of histone tails, remains an active area
of research.6−8
Experimentally, chromatin ﬁbers can be characterized using a
variety of techniques. For example, X-ray crystallography and
© 2017 American Chemical Society

cryo-EM techniques have been used to image the nucleosome
core particle1,9 as well as short ﬁbers.10 Larger ﬁbers cannot be
directly imaged, but have been examined by various chromatin
cross-linking techniques that generate internucleosomal contact
probabilities as a function of nucleosome separation.11
Conformation capture techniques (such as Hi-C) report
nucleosome contacts spanning kilobase pairs (kb) to megabase
pairs (Mb).12 Specialized Hi-C variants, such as Micro-C,
report these contacts at nucleosome resolution, but currently
are only available in yeast.13 The cryo-EM assisted nucleosome
interaction capture (EMANIC) technique reports nucleosome
resolution contact frequencies in human cell lines, but cannot
currently distinguish between various genes, as it does not
incorporate sequence data.11,14
To interpret such information, it has become customary to
discuss chromatin ﬁbers in terms of internucleosome
interaction probability, i.e., the probability that a given
nucleosome i will be in contact with a nucleosome i ± k (i.e.,
k nucleosomes away). Dominance of near-neighbor nucleoSpecial Issue: Klaus Schulten Memorial Issue
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some contacts (i.e., i ± 1 internucleosome contact probability)
is associated with bent linker DNA, or a solenoid-type folding
motif; next-neighbor dominance (i.e., a majority of i ± 2
internucleosome contact probability) is associated with zigzag
folding and straight linker DNAs. Although recent studies
indicate i ± 2 contacts dominate chromatin contact probability
proﬁles derived from in vivo systems for human14,64 and yeast,15
these studies also show i ± 1 contacts and increased kb range
contacts. This duality may be indicative of ﬂuid, heteromorphic,
self-associating ﬁbers as opposed to stiﬀ 30 nm ﬁbers reported
by in vitro assays.16 Additionally, recent studies have not
identiﬁed 30 nm signatures in living systems. Instead, forms
with 10 nm diameters are suggested, also associated with the
unfolded “beads-on-a-string” motif.18 Thus, the emerging view
is of chromatin ﬁbers organized as ﬂuid entities, folded into
dynamic loops of various size, while loosely exhibiting local
zigzag folding, with modest content of bent DNA linkers.17
This ﬂuid description is crucial to interpreting gene
regulation, long viewed as a stochastically driven timedependent process sensitive to nucleosome positioning, DNA
sequence, and many factors in the cell nuclear environment.19
The amount of DNA linking successive nucleosomes, in
particular, is known to vary across cell content, species, and
cycle.6 This linker length is often measured by the nucleosome
repeat length or NRL (NRL = DNA linker length +147 bp),
historically measured by micrococcal nuclease chromatin
digestion, wherein linker DNA is cut by the enzyme and
DNA protected by a nucleosome remains intact. The length of
resulting fragments are then measured, and the average length
is considered the measured NRL.20 In general, short DNA
linker lengths are associated with high levels of gene
expression22 that exhibit 10n + 5 periodicity,21 although species
speciﬁc diﬀerences near transcription start sites have recently
been demonstrated.21
Recent advances in nucleosome positioning assays, however,
bring more detail to this topic. Incorporation of engineered
sulfur tagged histones, in conjunction with a copper chelating
agent, now make possible base pair resolution measurements of
nucleosome positions. These are now available for 3 diﬀerent
species, including the budding yeast, S. Cerevesiae,23 ﬁssion
yeast, S. Pombe,24 and mouse embryonic stem cells (mESC).21
All of these genomes show speciﬁc distributions of linker
lengths across the genome. Yeast chromatin, in aggregate,
exhibits a distribution of 10n+5 bp DNA linker lengths, for n =
0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. S. Pombe chromatin exhibits a median DNA
linker length of 5 bp (NRL of 152 bp), with small amounts of
15 bp (∼25%) and 25 bp (∼10%) linkers (NRL of 162 bp and
172 bp), respectively. S. Cerevesiae chromatin displays a wider
distribution of linker lengths spanning from 5 to 45 bp (NRLs
of 152 to 192 bp), with a strong peak at 15 bp.23 S. Cerevesiae
chromatin linker lengths are composed of roughly 30% 5 bp,
35% 15 bp, 20% 25 bp, and 10% 35 bp. Genome-wide mouse
cells similarly show a 10n+5 linker length preference, but n = 0,
1, 2, 3, 4,...10, with a median linker length at 35 bp and 45 bp
(NRL of 182 and 192 bp).21 It is unknown, however, what
eﬀects these distributions have on overall ﬁber structure, or
whether the same distributions extend to other species or
diﬀerentiation states, including human cell lines, which show an
average linker length of 55 bp (NRL of 201 bp).25
Furthermore, studies suggest that active genes tend to show a
10n + 5 bp periodicity and inactive genes show a 10n bp
periodicity.21 It was later suggested by modeling that this trend
is related to the periodicity of the DNA double helix, where

DNA topology plays structural roles in the stability of the
ﬁber.26,27
These recently identiﬁed patterns in nucleosome positions
suggest a new level of chromatin structural complexity that
relates structure to gene expression. Moreover, kb range
chromatin contacts that are crucial for genetic regulation may
depend sensitively on these patterns.28 In genome-wide yeast
contact proﬁles, for example, domains of increased contact
density are noted in the short to medium contact range (1−10
nucleosomes, or sub-kb) named chromosomally interacting
domains (CIDs), analogous to topologically associating
domains (TADs) in human chromatin.13,15 CIDs are separated
by nucleosome depletions and boundary elements, such as
CTCF proteins.5 The healthy maintenance of these boundaries
in humans has recently been linked to the activation of protooncogenes29 and problems in developing embryos in mice.30
Each CID or TAD spans 1−4 gene encoding regions.31 Each
gene encoding region spans 2−6 nucleosomes on average, and
is ﬂanked by nucleosome free regions (NFRs) at both the 5′
and 3′ ends of the region.23 Nucleosome positioning assays
report that the ﬁrst 2−3 nucleosomes downstream of the 5′
NFR are strongly positioned, i.e., are tightly spaced at regular
intervals (with an average linker length of ∼15 bp), whereas
nucleosomes near the 3′ end of the gene encoding region are
positioned more stochastically.23,31
The speciﬁc looping dynamics of these chromosomal
domains and their respective gene encoding segments,
however, in any speciﬁc organism, are diﬃcult to deduce
because the data reported are generally averaged across large
cell populations.32 Although still preliminary, single molecule
chromatin conformation capture assays, in conjunction with
polymer modeling, suggest that no single loop or fold
represents the contacts within a TAD; instead, they are likely
the average representation of a dynamically extruding loop that
is being guided through a small pore in the condensin
protein,33 helping to maintain a variety of contacts across the
domain. A recent extension of these results to TADs rich in
promoters shows that there may be even more preferential
binding across promoters and enhancers within the TAD,
possibly mediated by extrusion-like mechanisms.28 Loop
extrusion is likely guided by a combination of condensin
proteins and DNA binding proteins, which act as boundary
elements (such as CTCF proteins).33,34
A variety of computational methods have been successfully
applied to investigate chromatin; see recent reviews.17,35,36
While all-atom models can treat proteins and nucleosomes,37
they are prohibitively expensive for simulating larger systems
due to the large number of atoms in the solute and solvent.
Coarse-grained models which use individual amino or nucleic
acid residues as the basic subunit of modeling, can treat slightly
larger systems, for example for investigating the dynamics of
nucleosomal wrapping and unwrapping events,38 but are still
limited to small numbers of nucleosomes due to large system
sizes. Polymer models, which treat kb-sized ﬁber fragments as
the basic subunit, can treat chromosomes and Mb-range
contacts, but lack the necessary resolution to explore speciﬁc
eﬀects of DNA linker length on ﬁber structure.39 Mesoscale
chromatin models, however, which treat each nucleosome as
the basic subunit of modeling, can generate nucleosomecontact maps spanning kb-range contacts to study elements of
the structures discussed above.35 Such structural characterization is particularly complementary to ultrastructural experiments, like EMANIC, 14 which captures and visualizes
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internucleosome contacts on the kb level via formaldehyde
ﬁxation and electron-microscopy imaging. Additional ultrastructural data come from Micro-C and STORM. Micro-C
captures genome-wide internucleosome contacts with nucleosome resolution.15 Super-resolution imaging techniques like
STORM, in association with in vivo ﬂuorescence labeling, can
determine the surface area and volume of speciﬁc genes in
various epigenetic states.40
Here we investigate the role of nucleosome positioning, or
variations in DNA linker length, on chromatin ﬁber interactions
in the kb range. Although there has been much modeling work
on ﬁbers with uniform DNA linker lengths in the kb range (e.g.,
refs 27, 41), ﬁbers with nonuniform DNA linker lengths have
only recently been considered42,43 but not with values
mimicking living systems like those found by recent genomewide nucleosome positioning assays.23,24 Here we present a
systematic investigation of representative DNA linker length
distributions, with and without explicitly modeled NFRs, and
report resulting persistence lengths and internucleosome
contact probability proﬁles, along with a self-association
measure we have developed for quantifying the nature of
nonlocal contacts within a large folded ﬁber. We ﬁnd that,
unlike reference constructs, nonuniform linker length distributions with NFRs lead to enhanced long-range contacts via
looping in the kb range. This enhancement underscores how
nucleosome positioning profoundly aﬀects global chromatin
architecture and hence gene regulation.

Table 1. Model Parameters

COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Mesoscale Model. Our mesoscale chromatin model
consists of four bead/particle types: linker DNA, nucleosome
core particle pseudo-charges, ﬂexible histone tails, and linker
histone (LH). A full discussion is given in ref 44. In brief, the
linker DNA is treated as a modiﬁed worm-like chain,41,45 with
parameters developed using Stigter’s procedure.46 Each linker
DNA bead represents ∼9 base pairs.41 The nucleosome core
particles are represented as rigid electrostatic objects; the
coarse-grained shape and surface charges are derived from our
discrete surface charge optimization (DiSCO) algorithm,47
which approximates the electric ﬁeld of the atomistic
nucleosome (PDB 1KX5) by placing pseudocharges along the
surface of the complex as a function of monovalent salt
values.9,48 The ﬂexible histone tails are coarse grained so that 50
histone tail beads represent the 8 histone tails (two copies each
of H2A, H2B, H3, and H4). Each histone bead represents
about 5 amino acid residues. Histone tail bend, stretch,
excluded volume, and partial charges were derived from allatom Brownian dynamics simulations.49
LH beads are coarse-grained based on a crystal structure of
the H1.4 globular head and homology models of the C-terminal
domain, so that 6 beads represent the globular head, and 22
beads represent the C-terminal domain, modeled after the rat
H1.4 linker histone.50
Energy terms include bend, stretch, and twist terms for linker
DNA and histone tail beads, a Debye−Hückel electrostatic
interaction term for all charged segments, and excluded volume
terms represented by a modiﬁed Lennard-Jones potential for all
beads.44 Coordinates are computed and propagated via a local
coordinate frame: Euler vectors are used to track the pitch, roll,
and twist of each nucleosome, and then to calculate the
corresponding linker DNA and tail coordinates, as described in
detail previously.41 Speciﬁc parameters for energy terms and
simulation conditions are given in Table 1.

Sampling Methods. Four types of Monte Carlo (MC)
moves are implemented for local and global sampling, namely a
global “pivot” move, a conﬁgurationally biased “regrow” routine
for histone tails,51 and local translation and rotation moves. The
global “pivot” move consists of randomly choosing one residue
along the ﬁber and a random axis passing through the chosen
component.41 The shorter half of the bisected oligonucleosome
chain is then rotated around the randomly chosen axis, and the
resulting conﬁguration is subject to standard MC metropolis
acceptance.52 In the conﬁgurationally biased regrow routine, a
tail chosen at random is “regrown”, bead by bead, starting with
the bead closest to the core, according to the Rosenbluth
method.53 This process is then repeated 10−12 times, and the
tail conﬁguration with lowest resulting energy is subject to
Metropolis acceptance/rejection criteria. All DNA and linker
histone beads are also sampled by translation and rotation
moves, where the chosen bead is either translated or rotated by
a random distance or along a chosen axis. All moves are then
subject to standard Metropolis acceptance/rejection criteria.52
Starting Conﬁgurations, Simulation Parameters, and
Ensemble Generation. All ﬁber systems consist of 100
nucleosomes, corresponding roughly to 17.4 kb fragments
(with an average NRL of 174 bp). Starting coordinates are
designed as idealized 2-start zigzag conformations with a z-rise
of 3 nm and an entry-exit angle of 43.15°, as detailed
previously.41 Sample starting conformations are given in Figure
S9 in Supporting Information. We simulated 6 ﬁber types with
varying distributions of linker lengths, as shown in Table 2.
Uniform linker-length ﬁbers contain a single value of either 18
or 27 bp (due to the limitations of our coarse-grained linker
DNA bead representation). Life-like distributions of linker
lengths are mimicked as 70% 18 bp, 20% 27 bp, and 10% 36 bp
similar to the form found by Brogaard et al.,23 where we
represent all ≤15 bp linker lengths with 2 beads (∼18 bp linker
length) due to the resolution of coarse-grained linker DNA

parameter
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA
DNA

value

persistence length
stretching rigidity, h
bending rigidity, g
twisting rigidity, s
equilibrium twist value, ϕ0

van der Waals radius (DNA−DNA), σl−l
van der Waals radius (DNA-Core), σl−c
van der Waals radius (DNA-Tail), σl−t
van der Waals radius (DNA-LH, globular head),
σlLHg
van der Waals radius (DNA-LH, C-term), σl−LHc
van der Waals radius (core-tail), σc−t
van der Waals radius (core-LH, globular head),
σc−LHg
van der Waals radius (core-LH, C-term), σc−LHc
van der Waals radius (tail-LH, globular head),
σt−LHg
van der Waals radius (Tail-LH, C-term), σt−LHc
van der Waals radius (LH-LH, globular head),
σLHg−LHg
van der Waals radius (LH-LH, C-term), σLHc−LHc
electrostatic long range cutoﬀ
Lennard-Jones long range cutoﬀ
temperature, T
salt concentration (NaCl)

■
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50 nm
6.4 kcal/mol/nm2
5.8 kcal/mol
14.3 kcal/mol
0.033 ± 0.209 rad
(0 ± 12°)
3.6 nm
2.4 nm
2.7 nm
3.4 nm
3.6 nm
1.8 nm
2.2 nm
3.4 nm
1.6 nm
2.7 nm
1.5 nm
1.8 nm
7 nm
4 nm
293 K
150 mM
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Table 2. Systems and Linker Lengths Modeleda
designation

composition linker length (bp)

ref
41

70% 18, 20% 27, 10% 36
70% 18, 20% 27, 10% 36
50% x (18−71), 50% y (18−71)
50% x (18−71), 50% y (18−71)

″
Random (x,y,y,x,x,y,y,x,y,x,y...)
Alternating (x,y,x,y,x,y,x,y,x,y...)

15,23

uniform
uniform
life-like

100% 18 (NRL = 165)
100% 27 (NRL = 174)
70% 18, 20% 27, 10% 36

4

life-like with NFRs
short NFRs: [72 bp]
long NFRs: [162 bp]

70% 18, 20% 27, 10% 36

5

gene encoding-like
short NFRs: [72 bp]
long NFRs: [162 bp]

70% 18, 20% 27, 10% 36
with short linkers at the 5′ end

6

gene encoding-like 1 LH

7
8
9

gene encoding-like + LH
random (7 pairs of linker lengths)
alternating (7 pairs of linker lengths)

2

linker length sequence (bp)
uniform (18,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,18,...)
uniform (27,27,27,27,27,27,27,27,27,27,...)
27 36 18 27 18 27 27 18 27 36
18 18 18 18 36 18 18 18 36 27
18 18 18 36 36 36 27 18 18 18
36 18 18 18 27 27 36 18 27 27
27 36 18 27 18 18 36 18 27 18
27 36 18 18 36 36 27 27 27 36
18 27 18 27 18 18 27 18 27 36
18 27 18 18 18 27 18 36 27 18
18 27 27 27 27 18 27 36 36 27
18 18 27 36 18 18 27 18 27 27
[162] 36 18 27 18 27 27 18 [72] 36
18 18 18 18 36 18 18 [72] 36 27
18 18 18 36 [72] 36 27 18 18 [72]
36 18 18 18 27 27 36 [72] 27 27
27 36 18 27 [162] 18 36 18 27 18
27 36 18 18 36 36 27 [72] 27 [162]
18 27 18 27 18 18 27 18 27 36
18 27 [72] 18 18 27 18 36 27 18
18 27 27 27 27 18 27 36 36 27
18 18 27 36 18 [162] 27 18 27 27
5′ [162] 18 18 18 18 18 27 36 [72] 18
18 18 27 18 36 27 27 [72] 18 18
18 36 18 27 [72] 18 18 18 27 [72]
18 18 18 18 18 27 36 [72] 18 18
36 27 18 27 [162] 18 18 18 27 18
36 27 18 27 18 27 36 [72] 18 [162]
18 18 18 27 18 18 18 18 27 36
18 27 [72] 18 18 18 18 18 27 18
18 27 18 36 27 18 18 36 36 18
18 18 27 36 18 [162] 18 18 18 18 3′
″

1
2
3

41
23

15,23

15,23

15,23

42

a

Unless otherwise stated, no linker histones are included. NFRs are denoted in brackets. For exact values of linker length pairs analyzed in systems 8
and 9, see Figures 4 and 5.

beads.41 Life-like with NFRs ﬁbers are modeled as life-like
ﬁbers above with frequent short or long NFRs. Speciﬁcally,
short and long NFRs, modeled as 72 bp and 162 bp,
respectively, are placed as a function of genomic positions to
mimic the NFR placement in a 20 kb yeast segment following
Chromosome 9 (∼260 000−280 000 bp) given in Figure 5c of
ref 15. Placement details are illustrated in Table 2, where NFRs
are bracketed. Starting conformations are also shown in
Supporting Information Figure S9. Gene encoding-like ﬁbers
contain similar composition of linker lengths as life-like ﬁbers,
but short linkers are localized near the 5′ NFR, and linker
lengths near the 3′ NFR are distributed randomly, as observed
in yeast and human cells.23,25 For simplicity we assume that all
gene orientations are the same with respect to the 3′ and 5′
ends of chromatin (Table 2). We also consider ﬁbers with
mixed linker lengths x,y in either randomly distributed with
50% x and 50% y or alternating (i.e., x,y,x,y,x,y...), as given in a
matrix in later ﬁgures. Speciﬁcally, the series of systems is
composed of two linker lengths in the following pairs: 18/27;
18/54; 18/72; 27/36; 27/45; 36/45; 36/54; 36/63; 36/72; 45/
54; 45/63; 45/72; 54/63; and 63/72 bp. Thus, the diﬀerence in

linker length (ΔLL) for these 14 systems ranges from 9 to 45
bp. All linker length values used in this study are given in Table
2, except for alternating or random pairs. References to
previous mesoscale modeling studies are given in the last
column where possible. For life-like, life-like with NFRs, and
gene encoding-like ﬁbers, the reference is provided for
experimental data used to model linker length or NFR content.
To examine the eﬀect of linker histone on gene-rich chromatin,
we also consider gene encoding-like ﬁbers with one LH per 2
nucleosomes (gene encoding-like with 1 LH) and gene
2

encoding-like with 1LH per nucleosome (gene encoding-like
with LH) with the above linker lengths and NFR composition
as gene encoding-like ﬁbers. Other systems do not include
linker histones. All systems were run for 60−120 million steps.
Energies and local/global geometric parameters were carefully
monitored to ensure convergence. Error bars are derived from
the variance across the last 10 million MC steps for each run.
All systems were studied in ensembles of 3−10 members,
where residual twist values were adjusted by −12, 0, or +12°
and run for additional steps to mimic natural variations.54
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Figure 1. Persistence length for systems with uniform linker length =18 bp, uniform linker length =27 bp, life-like, life-like with NFRs, and gene
encoding-like ﬁbers. Persistence length is calculated according to eq 2. A short persistence length is associated with a more ﬂexible ﬁber. NFRs
decrease the persistence length by ∼20 nm. Gene-encoding like ﬁbers show slightly increased persistence length as compared to randomly
distributed life-like ﬁbers with NFRs, indicating that localizing short linkers near the 5′ NFR stabilizes the ﬁber slightly. Error bars depict standard
deviations, which are computed across 1000 conformations taken from the last 10 millions steps of several independent trajectories (see Methods
Section for details).

by ﬁtting an exponential to the angle deﬁned by two unit
vectors of the ﬁber axis parametric curve u(s) = δrax(s)/δs,
namely the tangent vector u(s) at the initial position, and that
vector position u(s′):

All ensembles are composed of 1000 frames (i.e.,
conformations) taken from the last 10 million steps of
simulation trajectories. Each simulation represents an independent trajectory started from a diﬀerent initial random
number generator seed. Averages and standard deviations are
calculated across the entire ensemble. Ensembles for systems
with uniform NRLs and linker histones were composed of
frames taken from 3 independent simulations, whereas all other
ensembles are composed of frames taken from 10 independent
simulations. The relatively large standard deviations for
computed persistence lengths reﬂect the ﬂuid nature of
chromatin ﬁbers, which undergo variations at thermal
equilibrium. These values also reﬂect averaging over long
simulation segments in each trajectory and over diﬀerent
trajectories for each condition.
Data Analysis and Computation. We compute the ﬁber
ax
ax
axis as a 3D parametric curve rax(s) = (rax
1 (s), r2 (s), r3 (s))
ax
where each component of rj (s), namely j = 1,2, 3, refers to the
x, y, and z parametric curve components, respectively. We ﬁt
the ﬁber axis into polynomials of the form:
r jax(s) ≈ Pj(i) = p1n (s) + p2n − 1 (s)... + p(s),

⟨u(s) ·u(s′)⟩ = exp( −|s − s′| /Lp),

(2)

where brackets indicate a mean over positions spanning the
length of the ﬁber. The decay length of the exponential, or the
persistence length, Lp, is a measure of internal bending
ﬂexibility.55 Thus, polymers with a short persistence length
have a high occurrence of folding, whereas long persistence
lengths indicate a stiﬀ ﬁber with low folding propensity.
Internucleosome contact matrices are calculated by considering a “contact” (unit value) when for each ﬁber snapshot the
elements (tail, core or linker DNA) are within the sum of the
van der Waals radius (∼2 nm). These contacts are counted
every 10000 snapshots for the last 10 M snapshots of the
trajectory, and normalized across all frames, as discussed in
reference.14
We also deﬁne a self-association measure SW(k), which varies
from 0 to 1, and describes the density of each contact type. In
other words, if SW(1) = 0.5, then 50% of the nonzero oﬀdiagonal interactions come from next-neighbor (i ± 1)
internucleosome interactions. We calculate it from the contact
matrix of internucleosome interactions I′ as

(1)

where the degree of the polynomial is chosen so that it ﬁts the
ﬁber axis by a standard least-squares ﬁtting procedure, using the
MATLAB “polyﬁt” routine. These polynomials are then used to
compute the ﬁber axis length, compaction ratios, and
persistence lengths by integrating along the ﬁber axis contour
function rax
j (s). Speciﬁcally, the persistence length is calculated

N

S W (k ) =
3886

∑i =C1 I ′(i , i ± k)
2 ∑i ≠ j I ′(i , j)

,
(3)
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Figure 2. Contact maps and contact probability proﬁles for uniform linker length = 18 bp, uniform linker length = 27 bp, life-like, life-like with
NFRs, and gene encoding-like ﬁbers. Contact maps are determined by counting distances between any two ﬁber constituents (tail, core, or linker
DNA bead) that are less than 2 nm. The 1D contact proﬁles are shown in the top right, indicating that long-range contacts (i ± ≥ 7) are absent for
short uniform linker length ﬁbers but present for other systems. Gene encoding-like ﬁbers show the least amount of long-range contacts. Contact
matrices indicate that NFRs decrease local contacts along the diagonal, and gene encoding-like linker length distributions slightly decrease long-range
(i ± ≥ 7) contacts.

constrained chromatin loops of various size.44 Older experimental measurements of persistence lengths range from
∼100−300 nm for various organisms,58 but Sanborn et. al
recently reported a measured persistence length of ∼2 kb for
human cell lines via cyclization assays.34 A 2 kb fragment of
human chromatin corresponds to roughly 10 nucleosomes.
This corresponds to an average of about ∼30−70 nm in
Cartesian distance according to our models, as measured by axis
ﬁtting to polynomials and associated compaction ratios (see
Methods Section).14,41
Life-like, Life-like with NFRs, and Gene Encoding-like
Linker Length Systems Enhance kb Range Contacts,
while NFRs Limit Local Contacts. Figure 2 shows contact
matrices for these systems, with representative structures drawn
for each matrix of uniform linker length = 18 bp, uniform linker
length = 27 bp, life-like, life-like with NFRs, and gene encodinglike ﬁbers. Uniform linker length ﬁbers show limited selfassociation and largely lack kb range contacts. Though the
ﬁbers with uniform linker lengths of 27 bp show some kb range
contacts, these are still small relative to all life-like linker lengthbased systems. Life-like ﬁbers, with and without NFRs, show
signiﬁcant kb range contacts due to hierarchical looping,
deﬁned as a stacking network of loops in space due to close
association of zigzag ﬁber segments.14 Hierarchical loops were
observed by modeling and EMANIC data and proposed as a
model for metaphase chromatin.14 Hierarchical loops, or lateral
compaction of closely associating zigzag ﬁbers followed by
further folding in space, can be identiﬁed in contact maps as
regions parallel to the main diagonal. This is in contrast to

where SW(1) refers to solenoid, SW(2) to zigzag, SW(3) + SW(4)
to local, SW(5) + SW(6) to medium, and SW(≥7) to far-range
contacts (where SW(≥7) refers to the sum of all contacts
counted for k = 7,8,9,...NC). NC is the number of nucleosome
cores in the system, 100 for ﬁbers in the present study.
All MC simulations and ﬁber analysis calculations were
performed on the NYU high-performance computing cluster, a
mixed architecture platform consisting of 230 Dell Intel
Nehalem nodes (2,528 cores) and 79 SUN AMD Barcelona
nodes (1,264 cores).
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RESULTS
Life-like Linker Length Distributions with NFRs
Decrease Persistence Length. Figure 1 shows the computed
persistence length for each ﬁber type considered (see Table 2).
The large error bars reﬂect the signiﬁcant ﬂuctuations in the
conformational ensembles. For ﬁbers with uniform linker
lengths, higher average linker length is associated with increased
ﬁber ﬂuidity, in agreement with previous modeling results27,41
and experimental imaging.56 Life-like distributions (linker
lengths of 70% 18 bp, 20% 27 bp, 10% 36 bp) and NFR
content decrease persistence lengths by as much as 20 nm.
Persistence length values for these ﬁbers are slightly smaller
than those reported by older mesoscale models of chromatin,57
although they are within a range typically reported by recent
experimental studies and more recent mesoscale models. Such
reported values from mesoscale models range from ∼50−280
nm based on two-angle models of uniform linker lengths at
various levels of linker histone density,35 and 20−75 nm for
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Figure 3. Contact probability proﬁles, contact maps, and ﬁber structures for systems of gene encoding-like ﬁbers with diﬀerent linker histone
densities: (a) no linker histone (−LH), (b) 1 linker histone per 2 nucleosomes ( 1 LH), and (c) 1 linker histone per nucleosome (+LH). Linker
2
histone beads are drawn in light blue.

ﬁbers arise from single intersegment contacts and less from
hairpins or loops (self-association of chromatin segments). The
content of linker histone in living systems varies, depending on
organism and cell cycle state. LHs are important to cell cycle
maintenance in human chromatin59 and are observed in mouse
embryonic stem cells.60 They are found in low concentrations
in yeast and thus believed to be unnecessary for yeast
chromatin cell cycle dependent condensation.61
Randomly Distributed Linker Length Fibers Show
Increased kb Range Contacts over Artiﬁcial Sequences
for Moderate Values of ΔLL. To examine the eﬀects of the
width of variance of linker lengths (ΔLL) on ﬁber architecture,
we simulated a series of systems with two linker lengths, either
alternating (i.e., x,y,x,y...) or randomly distributed (i.e., 50% x
and 50% y) linker lengths for many x/y pairs: 18/27; 18/54;
18/72; 27/36; 27/45; 36/45; 36/54; 36/63; 36/72; 45/54; 45/
63; 45/72; 54/63; and 63/72 bp. For easy designation of each
system we organize them by ΔLL = |y − x|. Hence, 18/71 ﬁbers
have the largest ΔLL = 54 bp, and the 18/27 bp ﬁber is one of
6 runs that have the smallest variation of ΔLL = 9 bp. In
Figures 4 and 5 we present the results in a “matrix” form for
random and alternating linker length ﬁber varieties respectively,
with contact matrices on the upper diagonal and ﬁber snapshots
on the lower diagonal.
Subtle diﬀerences can be seen in the contact matrices of a
few systems, some of which we reproduce larger in Figures 6
and 7 (see Supporting Information for ﬁgures of other ﬁber
conformations). Systems with shortest average linkers are the
most compact ﬁbers (top left of the matrix), and ﬁbers become

simple hairpin type loops, which correspond to regions
perpendicular to the main diagonal (see Figure 2, bottom).
Notably, systems with NFRs lack local and medium-range (i
± 1, 2, 3) contacts near each NFR, indicative of intersegment
separation within the ﬁber arising from stiﬀ double-stranded
DNA in the nucleosome depleted region. Thus, while
nucleosome depletion increases the overall ﬂexibility of
chromatin ﬁbers and promotes hierarchical looping and kb
range contacts (see Figure 1), it also divides neighboring geneencoding segments. Gene encoding-like ﬁbers show similar
hierarchical looping and segmentation patterns near NFRs, but
less kb range contacts, compared to life-like ﬁbers. This is
further demonstrated in the upper right of Figure 2, where
contact probability proﬁles are shown for uniform linker length
(26 bp), life-like, life-like with NFRs, and gene encoding-like
ﬁbers. The 26 bp uniform linker length ﬁbers show zigzag
dominance and lack of long-range contacts. Other systems
show long-range contacts. The gene encoding-like ﬁbers show
slightly less total long-range contacts than other ﬁbers.
LH Content Decreases Intersegment Intradigitation in
Gene Encoding-like Fibers. Contact maps and internucleosome contact probability proﬁles for gene-encoding like ﬁbers
without linker histone (−LH), 1 linker histone per 2
nucleosomes ( 1 LH), and 1 linker histone per nucleosome
2
(+LH) are shown in Figure 3. These data reﬂect 3-trajectory
ensembles compared to 10-trajectory ensembles in Figure 2.
Increasing LH concentration does not aﬀect the ability of the
ﬁber to undergo hierarchical looping and therefore form longrange (i ± ≥ 7) contacts. However, kb range contacts for +LH
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Figure 4. Matrix of structures (lower triangle) and contact maps (upper triangle) for various combinations of linker lengths randomly distributed
throughout the 100 core ﬁbers. Systems near the top left (shortest linkers) are the most compact ﬁbers, and ﬁbers become less condensed locally as
linker lengths increase. Kb range contacts are strongest for systems with 36 and 45 bp, the median average linker length for living systems.

Figure 5. Matrix of structures (lower triangle) and contact maps (upper triangle) for various combinations of NRLs alternating in sequence along the
100 core ﬁber. While general characteristics are shared with randomly distributed NRL sequences, subtle diﬀerences in contact types are observed,
such as in the 27/45 bp systems, where long-range contacts are signiﬁcantly higher than in the randomly distributed case. Additionally, hairpins form
spontaneously in the 36/45 bp and 45/54 bp case which are not seen in the randomly distributed case.
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Figure 6. Select ΔLL = 9 bp ﬁbers with random distribution of x,y linker lengths of (a) 18/27 bp, (b) 36/45 bp, and (c) 63/72 bp. Shorter linkers
encourage long-range contacts, and large linker lengths diminish local contacts as well as long-range contacts. See Supporting Information for similar
plots of all other ﬁbers.

Figure 7. Select ΔLL = 9 bp ﬁbers with alternating sequence (x,y,x,y...) linker lengths of (a) 18/27 bp, (b) 36/45 bp, and (c) 63/72 bp. Shorter
linkers encourage long-range contacts, and large linker lengths diminish local contacts as well as long-range contacts, similar to the randomly
distributed case. Fibers with 36/45 bp linker lengths, however, show more compaction and a hairpin fold, absent in the random case. See Supporting
Information for similar plots of all other ﬁbers tested.
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more ﬂexible as average linker lengths increase for both
alternating and randomly distributed linker length species. Kb
range contacts are strongest for systems containing both 36 and
45 bp linkers, close to the median average linker length for
diﬀerentiated cell lines in living tissues.
To quantify these observations, our self-association metric,
SW(k), measures the relative strength of each type of contact
(see Methods Section). Figure 8 shows this measure for

Article

DISCUSSION

In the wider context of gene regulation, the speciﬁc role of
nucleosome placement is becoming increasingly important.
Discrete, compartmentalized chromatin domains that segregate
speciﬁc genetic contacts have long been observed,62 but the
functional relevance of such compartmentalization is now
entering a larger picture of 3D genome structure. This is
possible because new techniques allow for the comparison of
such compartments across various disease and diﬀerentiation
states.29,30 These developments oﬀer exciting new insight into
the nature of cellular processes in both healthy and diseased cell
states. For example, recent evidence shows that TAD boundary
breaching leads not only to aberrant gene expression, but the
activation of proto-oncogenes,29 malformation of embryos,30
and progression of various cancers.63 Nucleosome depletion in
both yeast and mouse cells occurs not only in transcription start
sites in gene encoding segments but also at boundary elements
where CTCF proteins bind speciﬁc DNA sequences.64 Recent
“capture Hi-C” data show that the most prominent contacts in
chromatin comprising the active BCL2 gene locus are between
the gene encoding region and the promoter itself, as opposed
to neighboring segments.28
Additional studies show that gene expression is regulated via
transcription factors that bind preferentially to gene promoter
sequences, such as the hormone response element (HRE).65
The nuclear receptor family of proteins, such as the
progesterone receptor (PR), binds the minor groove of speciﬁc
DNA sequences contained within the HRE promoters, upregulating gene expression at that region. It is also known that
these receptor proteins can bind nonspeciﬁc gene enhancing
factors that are expressed in response to changing environmental state, such as the high-mobility group protein B
(HMGB). HMGB binds PR, altering the folding propensity of
the PR C-terminal tail, increasing binding aﬃnity between PR
and the HRE promoter sequence.66 Clearly, multiscale
mechanisms govern transcription eﬃciency within a given
TAD. While many biochemical gene regulation mechanisms
have been reported, stochastic interactions among the
molecular species are considered part of the emerging picture.
Hence, gene regulation depends critically on local ﬁber
ﬂexibility, such as discussed in this work, and the healthy
maintenance of gene compartment boundaries.28 Overall, the
speciﬁc features by which these discrete chromatin compartments are maintained, and the mechanisms by which they can
lead to domain breaching, altered gene expression, and altered
phenotypic state, are of central importance to biology and
medicine.33
Our results provide mechanistic insight into how these
nucleosome depleted regions may inﬂuence overall structure,
particularly long-range looping contacts, and contribute to the
dynamics of ﬁbers within TADs or CIDs. Strikingly, ﬁbers with
a majority of short DNA linker lengths (18 bp), and a small
percentage of slightly longer DNA linker lengths (20% 27 bp
and 10% 36 bp), show a dramatic increase in kb range contacts
due to hierarchical looping, relative to ﬁbers with uniform
linker lengths. Such hierarchically looped ﬁbers exhibit contact
maps that resemble those reported by Micro-c experiments in
both the kb range for intersegment contacts, and the bp range
near nucleosome depletions.13,15 In essence, NFRs, in
cooperation with nonuniform DNA linker lengths, decrease
local bp contacts between contiguous gene segments, while
promoting hierarchical looping to establish kb range contacts in

Figure 8. Self-association metric (eq 3) computed for solenoid (i ± 1),
zigzag (i ± 2), local (i ± 3)+(i ± 4), medium (i ± 5)+(i ± 6), and
long-range (i ± ≥ 7) contacts for randomly distributed linker length
constructs (solid black line) versus alternating linker length sequences
(dashed gray line) plotted against the ΔLL of each system. ΔLL is
deﬁned as the magnitude of the diﬀerence between DNA linker length
values in the ﬁber, and all points are averaged across all systems
presented in Figures 4 and 5. Alternating linker lengths show marked
increase in solenoid contacts and a decrease in zigzag systems when
ΔLL is large. Local contacts are slightly higher in the ΔLL = 27 bp
range for the alternate systems. Long-range contacts are ∼20% higher
in the ΔLL = 27 bp range for random setups.

solenoid SW(1), zigzag SW(2), local SW(3) + SW(4), medium
SW(5) + SW(6), and long-range SW(≥7) contacts for various
ﬁbers: randomly distributed linker length constructs (solid
black line) versus alternating linker length species (dashed gray
line) are plotted. Alternating linker length ﬁbers show an
increase in solenoid SW(1) contacts and a decrease in zigzag
SW(2) contacts when ΔLL is large. This is due to enhanced
bending and decreased zigzag SW(2) contacts when short and
long linkers are mixed. Local contacts are slightly higher in the
ΔLL = 27 bp range, whereas medium-range contacts are
slightly higher in alternating sequence ﬁbers for all ΔLL values
considered. Previous mesoscale models show small peaks in the
medium range for both uniform and alternating ﬁbers, whereas
there are no peaks in EMANIC data of living systems,
indicating that small portions of randomized sequences may
reﬂect more realistic in vivo linker length motifs than artiﬁcial
sequences, such as uniform or alternating sequences. Finally,
long-range SW(≥7) contacts are ∼20% higher in the ΔLL = 27
bp range for randomly distributed linker lengths but not in
alternating linker-length ﬁbers. This value is similar to the ΔLL
values seen in living yeast systems.23,24
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the promoter/enhancer range. These features may act
cooperatively to selectively regulate chromatin ﬁber dynamics
and hence gene expression. Both of these features could be lost
when domain breaching is realized.
When comparing alternating linker lengths to randomly
distributed linker lengths, kb range contacts are enhanced at
moderate variances of linker length, especially for random
constructs. Interestingly, the value of variance that maximizes
kb range contacts in the systems studied is 27 bp, similar to that
found in living yeast chromatin, where the standard deviation is
∼30 bp.23,24 Thus, living systems may actively regulate the
variance of linker lengths in chromatin ﬁbers as well as the
median value, possibly selecting for increased ﬂuidity and
elevated kb range contacts. This ﬁts well with evidence that the
cell may also actively regulate linker lengths in response to
linker histone binding, which also varies across cell cycle
stage.67
Linker length variations in gene encoding-like ﬁbers can also
oﬀset the tendency of saturated linker histone densities to
enhance the local linear compaction of chromatin segments.14
The LH density does not mitigate the tendency for NFRs to
decrease contacts between consecutive segments. In living
systems, LH content likely works in cooperation with
nucleosome depletion to ﬁne-tune the character of kb range
contacts and genetic regulation across cell cycle and stage.
In particular, hierarchical looping at the kb scale is triggered
by ﬁber ﬂexibility and self association and is supported by
experiments and modeling.14,15,17,23,35,62,68 For example, early
“two-angle” models35 could not produce long-range contact
frequencies derived from various conformation capture
techniques (5C)62 and ﬂuorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) data.58 However, when Diesinger et al. improved
these models to include partially depleted nucleosome and
partially depleted linker histone ﬁbers, they observed higherorder folding of 30 nm chromatin segments.68 Similarly, folding
motifs with more ﬂexible chromatin segments arise here due to
life-like nucleosome placement but for loosely associated zigzag
ﬁbers that lack 30 nm signatures. Recent super-resolution
imaging data in mESCs similarly ﬁnd a prevalence of ﬁber
“clutches” separated by nucleosome depletions.60 Thus, the
linker length values play a signiﬁcant role in the ﬂexibility and
orientation of each chromatin loop, actively modulating kb
range contacts, which are essential for gene identity,15 gene
activity,15,23 cell cycle stage,69 and diﬀerentiation state.70
The loosely assembled network of chromatin segments
separated by NFRs that folds laterally to form hierarchical loops
explains kb range contacts seen in both yeast by Micro-C13 and
human cells by EMANIC.14 Such folding helps establish
domain boundaries by decreasing local contacts between
contiguous gene segments. These views are also supported at
larger ranges by conformation capture and FISH data of
individual chromosomes,68 and measured looping propensity
by cyclization assays reported by Sanborn et al.34 Such
structures provide working candidates for the 1−1000
nucleosome ﬁber range usually excluded from polymer models
of chromosomes based on Hi-C data.39 Further advances in our
understanding of the shapes and dynamics of these folds at this
scale may help map speciﬁc structures to various chromatin
subtypes, speciﬁc gene loci, or cell states. Ultimately, such
information could suggest novel structural features for gene
regulation, with applications in a variety of therapeutic
strategies.29,30
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